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The use of multi stack coatings is more and more present in different daily use

applications and products. Despite the large variety of applicability, the main function

for this type of multi film structures is still the barrier applications. Between food

protection and new emergent technologies encapsulation, such as organic devices

and film structures, the advancements are concentrated in the search for solutions

that are technically and economically viable.In this work we present a comparative

analysis of metal-oxide/diacrylate polymer multilayer barriers coated onto a

transparent PEN and PET, but also, on daily-use paper substrate. The introduction of

different substrates, such as paper, brings into play new and promising applications

and markets. The application of the barrier film directly onto the paper substrate, while

replacing lamination processes, results in lower process costs and reduced usage of

materials.The polymer multilayers (PML) were deposited by vacuum flash evaporation

followed by a curing process (provided by electron-beam), while the metal-oxide thin

films were deposited by reactive sputtering. This study focuses on the comparison of

barriers films deposited in different substrates in order to better evaluate the

performance of barrier films deposited on paper. The main results to be presented

make reference to barrier properties concerning oxygen transference rate (OTR) and

water vapour transference rate (WVTR).Morphology and microstructure of the films

and surface topology of the metal-oxide and PML films were studied using Atomic

Force Microscopy (AFM) and Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM). Mechanical

characterization of the polymer/inorganic multilayer structure takes into consideration

the combined properties (morphology, structure and chemical) of the films and the

substrates. Dynamical Mechanical Analysis (DMA) in shear mode and at low

frequencies (at room temperature) was performed using the processed structures.
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